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Binary decision diagrams (BDDs), 388–390
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BMDs (binary moment diagrams), 423–424

Boolean constraint propagation (BCP), 437
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Branching instructions with
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Branching time models, 474, 476
Breadth-first searches (BFS), 378–380
Break points, 128
Buchi automata, 363
complemented, 488
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Bugs
debugging process. See Debugging
process
in formal method-based verification,
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latency of, 213
priority of, 217, 296
in simulation-based verification,
10–11
tracking systems for, 295–296
Built-in assertions, 247–248
Built-In Self Test (BIST) structure, 224
Built-in system functions, 258
Bus contention
in four-state simulation, 64
in two-state simulation, 109
Bus functional model, 199–203
Bus operations
coding for, 37
converting to bit, 48–50

C
C/C++ language
array mapping to, 188–189
compiling into, 77
for self-checking codes, 173–174
for simulations, 51, 63–64
Cache units, testing, 225
CAM (content addressable memory),
190–194
Canonicity
in binary decision diagrams, 409
in formal method-based verification,
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of reduced OBDDs, 395
of representation, 12, 388
Capacitance in gate delay, 118
Capacity of simulators, 111–112
Cardinality of sets, 332
Cartesian products, 333–334
Case splitting, 447
Categories of functionality, 218–222
Cause and effect, assertions for, 242
Cells
initialization in, 54–55, 145
in library files, 54, 113
Central processing unit (CPU) design,
modules for, 35
Centralized resources, 54–55
Change delta, assertions for, 242
Characteristic functions
Boolean, 351–353
in symbolic finite-state machines, 495
for symbolic simulation, 450–453
Check-in tests, 318
Check pointing, 128, 292–294
Child vertices in depth-first searches, 375
Chronological backtracking in
search-based algorithms, 437
Circuit reduction, 289–290
Circuits in verification paradigm, 6
Circular queues, 81, 239–240
Classic cofactor for Boolean functions, 355
Clauses
for Boolean functions, 343
in Boolean satisfiability, 430, 434
in search-based algorithms, 435
Clock domain analysis
back ends for, 75

Clock domains
crossing, 43
partitioning algorithm for, 94

Clock gating
in cycle-based simulation, 61
in verification, 41–42

Clock generation and synchronization, 148
absolute transition delays in, 149–150
clock independence and jitter, 152–153
delta delay in, 153–154
explicit and toggle methods, 148–149
multipliers and divider ins, 151–152
organization of, 154–155
in test harnesses, 141
time unit and resolution in, 150
time zero clock transitions in, 150

Clock trees
in cycle-based simulation, 60
processing, 95

Clocks for concurrent assertions, 258
CMOS constructs, 36
CNF (conjunctive normal form), 343–346

Co-simulation, 161
with encapsulated models, 125–126
with reference models, 174–178

Code coverage, 260–261
blocks, 261–263
expressions, 263–266
instrumentation for, 267–269
ordering tests in, 270
paths, 263
performance and methodology for, 269–270
sequences, 267
in simulation-based verification, 10
statements, 261
states, 266–267
toggles, 267
transitions, 267

Code generation
in cycle-based simulators, 96–100
simulators for, 75
for verification, 25–27

Code profiling, 52

Coding guidelines
cycle-based simulation, 59–62
debugability, 57–59
functional correctness, 26–27
structural checks, 36–38
summary, 38
syntactical checks, 27–36
hardware simulation/emulation, 62–64
linter design, 66–67
portability and maintainability, 52–56
problems, 67–71
simulation performance. See Simulation
summary, 67
synthesizability, 57
timing correctness, 39–43
tool compatibility, 56–59
two-state and four-state simulation, 64–66

Cofactors
generalized
for Boolean functions, 355–356
for computational improvements, 527–529
operations, 353
Combinational equivalence, 388, 424–425
Combinational expressions, 234
Combinational loops
coding for, 36–37
compiling, 102–105
cycle-based simulators for, 92–93
event-driven simulators for, 86–87

Command files, 113, 127–128
Command line for compilation, 114
Command registers, 219
Comment assertions, 248
Comments, 47, 55
Commercial assertions, 247–248
Communication channels in cycle-based simulators, 96
Comparison mechanisms
in expression coverage, 265
in verification paradigm, 6
Compatibility, tool, 26, 56–59
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Parameterization in symbolic simulation, 449, 453–457
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Portability and maintainability, 52
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high-level code, 77
interpreted code, 76
project code layout, 52–54
RTL design file format, 55–56
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simulators, 112
summary, 56
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connections to, 34–35
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in golden files, 168
in test bench interfaces, 195
Posets, 339–342
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Postprocessing mode
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node value dumping in, 162
Postscan circuits in equivalence checking, 428
Power-on tests, 219
Pragmas for coverage tools, 263
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Precompiled object code, 125
Predecessor variables in binary decision diagrams, 406
Predicate transformers, 515
Predicated events, 84
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Prerun methods, 174
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test generators, 230
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Programming language interfaces (PLIs),
   51
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   in debugging isolation, 300–301
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   gate delays from, 120–121
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   checking, 4, 484
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      CTL formulas, 489–493
      with fairness constraints, 493–494
      in formal method-based
         verification, 13–14
      language containment in, 487–489
   in model checking, 466–467
   in symbolic simulation, 446–447
   verifying, 142
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Propositional properties, 467
Propositional temporal logic
   CTL, 475–477
   LTL, 477–482
Pseudo Boolean functions, 420–422
Pseudorandom errors, 184
Pseudorandom test generators, 227–228
   program construction for, 230
   register and memory allocation for,
      229–230
   self-checking mechanisms for,
      230–231
   in simulation-based verification, 9
   user interface for, 228–229
PULLDOWN constructs, 36
PULLUP constructs, 36
Pulse filtering, narrow, 120–121
Pure literal rules
   in Boolean satisfiability, 432
   in search-based algorithms, 437
Q
   Quantification, early, 525–527
   Quest operators, 265
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   circular, 239–240
   event, 80–81, 83, 86
Quotient sets, 335
R
   Race problems
      causes of, 39–40
      in nondeterminism, 20
      unit-delay simulators for, 110
   Random initialization routines, 144
   Random number generators, 184
   $random task, 144
   Random tests. See Pseudorandom test
generators
   Random vectors, 159
   Ranges of functions, 334
   READ command, 200–201
   Read operations
      cache units for, 225
      in debugging, 310–311
      race problems from, 39–40
      tracing, 117
   $readmemb task, 145, 186–187
   $readmemh task, 145, 186–187
   Reason parts in implication graphs, 440
   Recognizable components, 46–48
   Recomilation, incremental, 126
   Recovery timing checks, 119
   Reduced MDDs, 420
   Reduced OBDDs (ROBDDs), 12, 395,
      424–425
   Reduction operations
      for binary decision diagrams, 397–398
      for binary moment diagrams, 424
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  forms of, 7
  limitations of, 6
Redundant codes, 51
Redundant nodes, 402
Reed-Muller form
  for Boolean functions, 355
  for ordered functional decision diagrams, 417, 419
Reference clocks, 165, 181
reference_compare semaphore, 177
Reference models
  co-simulation with, 174–178
  verifying, 195
Reference outputs
  in simulation-based verification, 9
  in verification paradigm, 6
reference_resume semaphore, 177
Reference traces, 167
Reference values in debugging isolation, 300–301
Refinement process
  for descriptions, 2
  in property checking, 487
Registers
  disk, 219
  for pseudorandom test generators, 229–230
Regression suites, 319
Regression tests, 318–319
Relational representation in symbolic finite-state machines, 495
Relations in sets, 334–338
Relative expressiveness of CTL and LTL, 483–484
Release operations
  for code delivery, 319–320
  in LTL, 476
Release products, 320
repeat statements, 151
Report generators in linters, 67
Reproducible tests, 227
Repudiative assertions, 233
Resolved clauses in search-based algorithms, 435
Resolvent algorithm for Boolean satisfiability, 431–434
Respin costs from faulty design, 2
Response assessment, 162
  design state dumping, 162–167
  golden response, 167–169
  co-simulation with reference models, 174–178
  for self-checking codes, 169–174
  temporal specifications in, 178–183
  in test harnesses, 141
$\$restart task, 293–294
RESTORE command, 220
Restriction operations for binary decision diagrams, 398
Reverse ordering for binary decision diagrams, 397
Revision control, 11, 315–318
ROBDDs (reduced OBDDs), 12, 395, 424–425
Robin automata, 507
Roots
  in binary decision diagrams, 389
  of depth-first searches, 373
RTL_compare semaphore, 177
RTL models, 36
  clock generation in, 154–155
  in design, 311–312
  file format for, 55–56
  initialization, 143–145
  levelization in, 91
RTL_resume semaphore, 177
rtran construct, 124
Runtime operations
  batch mode arguments, 127
  data dumping selection, 299
  equivalence checking, 428
  simulator options, 113

S
Safety properties, 466
Sampling in dumping, 165
SAT (satisfiability) techniques, 430–431
  in formal method-based verification, 12
  search-based algorithms, 434–438
Satisfiability problem for Boolean functions, 346, 430–431
  implication graphs and learning in, 438–442
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resolvent algorithms for, 431–434
search-based algorithms for, 434–438
$save task, 293
Saving debug sessions, 292–294, 313
SBDDs (shared BDDs), 412–413
Scalar operations vs. vector, 48–51
SCCs (strongly connected components), 93
in directed graphs, 103–105
finding, 377–378
Scheduling
for event-driven simulators, 82–83, 87–88
nondeterminism in, 19–22
semantics, 22, 82–83
Schematic views, 311–312
Scope
circuit reduction, 289–290
of design profiling, 122–123
of design state dumping, 162–163
of errors and warnings, 186
test case reduction, 291–292
Scoreboarding, 8, 223
SDF (Standard Delay File) format, 118
Searches
for Boolean satisfiability, 434–438
breadth-first, 378–380
depth-first, 89–93, 373–378
for SCCs, 377–378
Sector registers, 219
Seeds for pseudorandom test generators, 227
select_branch routine, 436–438
Selection probability distribution, 229
Selective dumping, 58, 115–116
Self-checking routines
golden response for, 169–174
for pseudorandom test generators, 229–231
sem_post routine, 177
sem_wait routine, 177
Semaphores, 177
Semiformal verification, 8
Sensitivity lists
in procedural blocks, 18
variables on, 32
sequence keyword, 252
Sequences
for concurrent assertions, 259
connectives for, 253–258
constructors for, 250–253
coverage of, 267
for temporal behavior, 484
Sequential assertions, 238–241
Sequential elements and components
configuration coding for, 38
in cycle-based simulation, 61
functional equivalence of, 425
reset coding for, 38
Sequential specification, 467–468
Sequential states, implicitly embedded, 28–32
Sets, 332–334
partially ordered, 339–342
partitions of, 334–337
relations in, 334–338
$setup timing checks, 119
$setuphold timing checks, 119
Severity of alerts, 186
Shannon cofactor
for binary decision diagrams, 390
for Boolean functions, 354–355
for ordered functional decision diagrams, 417
Shannon theorem for Boolean functions, 353–355
Shared BDDs (SBDDs), 412–413
Shift register files, 238–239
Sifting algorithm, 409–410
Signals
and assertions, 194, 232
archives, 233
change patterns, 241–242
membership, 236–237
properties, 247
ranges, 235
in debugging, 115, 167
dumping, 164–165, 298–299
in golden files, 169
hierarchical, 58–59
for self-checking codes, 169
on sensitivity lists, 18
strength of, 36
Signature files, 126
Simulation
control units in, 74, 79
controlling, in cycle-based simulators, 96–100
data dumping in, 297–300
engines in, 74, 78–79
performance in, 78
higher levels of abstraction, 44–46
interface minimization, 51
low level/component level optimization, 51–52
rules for, 26
simulator recognizable components, 46–48
summary, 52
vector vs. scalar operations, 48–51
simulation-based verification, 8–11
assertions in, 232
vs. formal verification, 15–17
Simulation cycles, 22, 82
Simulation time in scope reduction, 289
Simulator consoles, 127–128
Simulator recognizable components, 46–48
Simulators, 73–79
cosimulation with encapsulated models, 125–126
cycle-based. See Cycle-based simulation
debugging, 114–116
design profiling for, 122–123
event-driven. See Event-driven simulators
file structure for, 113–114
hardware, 111–112
hybrid. See Hybrid simulators
incremental compilation, 126–127
interpreted vs. compiled, 111
operations and applications, 112–113
performance of, 78, 100, 110–112, 114–116
problems in, 130–136
simulator consoles, 127–128
summary, 129
taxonomy and comparison, 108–112
timing verification for, 116–122
two-state and four-state, 64–66, 108–109, 123–125
in verification, 9
zero vs. unit-delay, 109–110
Simultaneous read and writes, race problems from, 39–40
Size
binary decision diagrams, 405–406, 410–411, 416, 524
golden files, 169
$s$-skew timing checks, 119
Smooth operators, 357
Sparse memory modeling, 190–194
Spatial neighborhood in data dumping, 297–298
Special processors in hardware simulation, 62
 Specifications, 2
architectural, 217–222
assertions as, 232
for coverage, 273
errors in, 6, 17
functional coverage of, 17
in levels of abstraction, 44
in model checking, 466–468
sequential, 467–468
temporal, 178–183
for test plans, 217
Standard Delay File (SDF) format, 118
State diagrams
for finite-state automata, 359, 371–373
Kripke structures for, 470–474
State explosions, 365
State machine-based approach to functionality, 218
State space approach to test scenarios, 219–220
State transitions
in symbolic finite-state machines, 495
time in, 469–470
Statement coverage, 261
States
coverage of, 266–267
dumping, 162–167
equivalence of, 365–370
in finite-state automata, 359
initialization of, 142
mapping, 371
partitions of, 369
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saving, 292–294
in temporal logic, 475–478
traversing, 495–501
Static errors, 9
Static variable ordering in binary decision diagrams, 408
Status registers, 219
Stimuli
generation of, 155–159
asynchronous stimuli, 159–160
programmed stimuli, 161–162
in system level verification, 216
Street automata, 507
Strength constructs
in four-state constructs, 124
in RTL coding, 36
String acceptance, 359, 362
$strobe task, 23, 82
Strongly connected components (SCCs), 93
in directed graphs, 103–105
finding, 377–378
Structural checks, 36–38
Structural models, 53
Stuck-at faults, 356
Stylized comment assertions, 248
Subsets
of inputs, 212
of specifications, 466
synthesizable, 56–57
Subtraction of sets, 334
Successor variables in binary decision diagrams, 406
Sums of products, 342–343
Support variables for Boolean functions, 342
Swap operations, 408–409
SWIFT interface, 125
Symbolic computation, 494–495
counter-example generation in,
501–502
for CTL model checking
with fairness constraints, 520–523
fix-point computation in, 513–520
equivalence checking in, 502–506
finite-state machine representation
and state traversal, 495–501
language containment and fairness constraints in, 507–513
problems, 531–537
summary, 531
transitive closure by, 508–512
Symbolic simulation, 442–446
characteristic functions for, 450–453
input constraints in, 447–450
parameterization process in, 449,
453–457
problems, 458–464
summary, 457
verification in, 446–447
Symmetric Boolean functions, 346–348
Symmetric property for sets, 338
Symptoms in debugging process, 288
Synchronization
clock. See Clock generation and synchronization
clock domains, 43
in co-simulation models, 176
for hardware simulators, 107
Synchronous memory arrays, 47
Synchronous timing specifications,
178–180
Syntactical checks, 27
connection rules, 34–35
implicitly embedded sequential state,
28–32
operands of unequal width, 27–28
overlapping conditional cases, 32–34
preferred design constructs, 35–36
Synthesizability, 26–27, 57
System assertions
concurrent. See Concurrent assertions immediate, 248–249
System functions for concurrent assertions, 258
System level verification, 214–216
System tasks
in cycle-based simulators, 96
dumping, 166
T
t_tnodeinfo structure, 187–188
Tape-out criteria, 320–321
Target objectives in pseudorandom tests,
Tasks
- in cycle-based simulators, 96
- inlining, 62–63
- profiling statistics for, 123
- for self-checking codes, 174

Temporal behavior
- in assertions, 247, 250
- sequences for, 484

Temporal logic. See CTL (computation tree logic); LTL (linear temporal logic)

Temporal specifications in response assessment, 178–183

Temporal structure in model checking, 468–474

Temporal windows in data dumping, 298–299

Terminal nodes in binary decision diagrams, 389

Test benches
- anatomy of, 137–142
- bus functional model, 199–203
- clock generation and synchronization. See Clock generation and synchronization
- initialization mechanisms in, 142–147
- interface for, 195–196
- problems, 204–209
- response assessment. See Response assessment
- in simulation-based verification, 9
- stimulus generation for, 155–159
- asynchronous stimuli, 159–160
- programmed stimuli, 161–162
- summary, 204
- synthesizability of, 57
- verification environment
  - configuration in, 196–199
  - verification utility for. See Verification utility

Test cases, 142
- creating, 223
- reducing, 291–294

Test generators, pseudorandom. See Pseudorandom test generators

Test harnesses, 141

Test items in test plans, 223

Test mode in test plans, 224

Test patterns in verification paradigm, 6

Test plans, 8
- architectural specifications in, 217–222
- prioritizing functionality in, 222–223
- problems, 280–286
- progress tracking in, 223–226
- summary, 279
- test cases for, 223

Test scenarios, 211–213
- hierarchical verification in, 214–217
- pseudorandom test generators, 227–231
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